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HEROES DON’T ALWAYS WEAR CAPES
HAILEY JOUBERT, Head of Primary
“Freedom begins with what we teach our children. That’s why
Jews became a people whose passion is education, whose
heroes are teachers and whose citadels are schools.” Rabbi
Lord Jonathan Sacks also wrote, “Teachers open our eyes to
the world. They give us curiosity and confidence. They teach us
to ask questions. They connect us to our past and future. They
are the guardians of our social heritage. We have lots of heroes
today – sportsmen, supermodels, media personalities. They
come, they have their 15 minutes of fame, and they go. But the
influence of good teachers stays with us. They are the
people who really shape our life.” (From Optimism to Hope)
2022, our first full year of face-to-face teaching and learning
since 2019, has been wonderful, rewarding, challenging, fun,
tiring and a time of flourishing. Primary staff are my heroes!

CANDLE LIGHTING:
Parshat Toldot

Each is dedicated to their role and responsibilities. Most
importantly, each member of staff is committed to ensuring
every child flourishes. I am immensely grateful to every

Light Candles: 8:02pm
Shabbat Ends: 9:07pm

member of the primary staff team. I dedicate this front page to
you…

				
DATES FOR

YOUR DIARY
NOVEMBER

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Mon 28

MAZAL TOVS:

HESDER BACHURIM MEALS:

To Michael & Gina Daskalou on the birth of a baby boy.

If you would like to host the Hesder Bachurim, please
contact Rae on 8317 2504 or email office@mizrachi.com.au

May you continue to have Nachat from your family.

Kinder Orientation 		
Evening

Wed 30 Secondary Semester 2
- Tue 6 Exams/SATs
Wed 30 JKB Concert
DECEMBER
Thu 1

JKA Concert
SK BBQ at Nagle 		
Avenue
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TO the most wonderfully caring individuals who make up the best team one
could hope to be a part of.

HEROES in human form whose superpower is the incredible ability to make
1000s of decisions every day whilst taking into consideration a multitude of
needs.

ALL in, all the way, in the best interest of all,
NOTICING patterns and details and responding accordingly.
KOL ha KAVOD on all that we have achieved,
YOUR commitment to students’ academic, spiritual, social, emotional, and
physical wellbeing is second to none.

OPEN-hearted and open-minded approach to whatever comes your way on
any given day.

UNDERSTANDING and seeking to understand to be able to set up each
child for success.

POSITIVE outlook, passionate educators, purposeful planners, patient and
persistent.

ROLE MODELS for our children and me, resourceful, resilient, and
deserving of our respect.

INSPIRING and inquiring, imagining what great goals could be achieved.
MAKING thinking visible to empower learners to know how to think and
grow into life-long learners

ALWAYS striving to be your best and to build caring relationships where
each child feels valued for who they are.

REFLECTIVE learners who are invested in our professional development.
YAVNEH baYachad is achievable because of your selfless effort.
STIMULATING curiosity, skilled problem solvers, also eager to enjoy a
meme and a laugh.

TEAM players and collaborators who look out for each other and share the
load.

APPROACHABLE and solution focused, willing to have a go.
FAITH and Jewish identity at our core.
FOREVER grateful and blessed to work with the admin, teaching, support,
and maintenance staff at Yavneh primary. Never to be taken for granted.
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THANK YOU for all that you are and all that you do Steph, Loren, Chavi, Nicky, Sue A, Pnina D, Michelle S, Romy, Yossi,
Nat, Sue C, Haya T, Mai, Helen S, Smadar, Meital, Leigh, Mel, Helen K, Pnina L, Mandy, Ettie, Cara, Haya E, Claudia, Sara, Ali,
Terry, Ashlee, Noah, Miriam, Joss, Marc, Alan, Sarah F, Katie, Nick, Samara, Gail, Mary, Jodi, Michelle K, Sharon, Justine, Susan,
Melchie, Siri, Ashira, Billie, Carly, Tanya, Amanda, Jack, Mia, Gina, Deby, Jenni, Romy, Ben, Rivka, Eitan, Mikaela, Sarah, Sheina,
Leah, Tzippy, Fiona, Jaimee, Lynda, Nechama, Jennie, Danny, Marie, John, Zac, Liran, Arlene, Bonny, Rick, Pat, Shane, Shula,
Chaim, Shoshi, Avigail, David, Daniel and Charlene.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS
Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or contactless deliveries via the guardhouse.
The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.
SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO
projects.
Contact ypo@yavneh.vic.edu.au if you wish to buy or donate
pre-loved uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform &
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.
Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the
Facebook page.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD
Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:
Please remember to register the date of your son or daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at Reception on 9528 4911 or
email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au
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YAVNEH KISS AND GO -TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND CHILD SAFETY
DAVID FISHER, Head of Administration
NO PARKING SCHOOL ZONES (KISS AND GO)
The No Parking areas outside of Yavneh also known as Kiss
and Go parking are designed to provide safe and convenient
pick up and drop off areas for our school community.
The No Parking (Kiss and Go) zones are for short-term
stopping only. They are located to ensure consistent turnover
of vehicles during peak pick up/drop off periods At a No
Parking (Kiss and Go) sign, a vehicle is permitted to stop for
up to 2 minutes, while children safely exit or enter the car. The
driver must remain within three metres the vehicle.
We ask that parents adopt the following process that both
protects our children and also assists with traffic flow.
At drop off and pick up times, cars are not permitted to park in the designated “Kiss and Go” for longer than 2 minutes.
During pick up times, please proceed down Nagle Avenue and observe if your child is waiting to be collected. If so, please safely
enter the Kiss and Go Zone to collect your child.
If your child is not waiting outside, please continue down Nagle and circle around via the side streets until your child is outside
for collection. If you wish to enter the College to collect your child please park in the surrounding streets, ensuring you do not
block neighbour’s driveways.
Glen Eira Traffic Officers will be assisting us in enforcing
the process. Please note the fines for parking illegally are
substantial. As always, patience and courtesy to others will
assist with the safe drop off and collection of children.
If you have any queries regarding the process, please be in
touch.
If your child is not waiting outside, please continue down Nagle
and circle around via the side streets until your child is outside
for collection. If you wish to enter the College to collect your
child please park in the surrounding streets, ensuring you do
not block neighbour’s driveways.
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - TOLDOT
MARCUS ROSENBERG, Secondary Jewish Studies Teacher
This Parsha raises several serious questions about the behaviour of Yitzchak, Rivka and Ya’akov.
Why did Yitzchak want to give the Brachot (blessings) to Eisav? \Why did Rivka think he was wrong? Who was right and why?
What is the message for us?
1.

WHAT BRACHA DID YITZCHAK WANT TO GIVE TO EISAV AND WHY?

The Bracha that Ya’akov receives from his father, while disguised as his hairy brother Eisav is this:
“May God give you of the dew of heaven and the fat of the earth, Abundance of new grain and wine. Let peoples serve you,
And nations bow to you; Be master over your brothers, And let your mother’s sons bow to you. Cursed be they who curse you,
Blessed they who bless you.” (Bereshit 27:28-29)
It contains two key elements: 1) Prosperity, 2) Leadership. Eventually when Eisav begs his father for a Bracha too, he is also
blessed with wealth, however, the leadership is taken and the best he can hope for is that when Ya’akov falls, he will rise in his
place. It is important to note that this Bracha has nothing to do with the chosenness that Yitzchak has inherited from Avraham. It
seems that Yitzchak believes, mistakenly believes that both Ya’akov and Eisav will be chosen by Hashem to carry on the mission
given to Avraham and Yitzchak of “All the families of the earth will be blessed through you” (Bereshit 12:3) and bringing Hashem
to all the world. If they share this mission, the best person to lead the mission would logically be the person more involved in the
world, Eisav, the man described as a “man of the field” and not Ya’akov, who is a “pure man, who stays indoors” (Bereshit 25:27).
2.

WHY DOES RIVKA THINK YITZCHAK IS WRONG?

Rivka knows for certain that the chosenness of Avraham’s Divine mission will not pass to both her sons. While pregnant, Hashem
speaks to her directly and informs her that “Two nations are in your womb, two peoples shall diverge from your body; One people
shall be mightier than the other, and the older shall serve the younger” (Bereshit 25:23). She knows that they will not develop into
the same nation, therefore Hashem’s chosenness will pass to Ya’akov and Eisav will not share in the holy mission of bringing
Hashem to all humanity. If so, it is all well for Eisav to be wealthy, but if he is appointed the master of his brother with the power of
Yitzchak’s holy blessing, this would wreak havoc on Hashem’s master plan.
Only Rivka knows this. Perhaps she thought Hashem wanted to tell Yitzchak himself or wanted her to keep this information a
secret, or there is some other inner dynamic preventing this couple from communicating. Either way, Rivka knows only Ya’akov
will be chosen, so only Ya’akov can get the Bracha of mastery.
But what of the “pure man who likes his own company” who cannot be relied upon become engrossed in the world enough to
lead a history altering movement? Rivka takes matters into her own hands here too by ‘changing’ Ya’akov’s hands. She dresses
him in the “hands of Eisav” (Bereshit 27:22) and shows Ya’akov that he can do the job required of him.
3.

WHO IS RIGHT?

Rivka is right and Yitzchak is wrong. She had the help of prophetic insight on her side to know that Ya’akov needed to be leader,
but she was also right about Ya’akov’s character, and what the ideal leader of Hashem’s mission should be. From here on,
Ya’akov not only shows his readiness to compromise his innocence for the sake of his mission by his act of donning his hairy
Eisav gloves. When at the home of Lavan he is able to hold his own and eventually learns to defend himself from Lavan swindling
him out of his wages. And eventually he is able to wrestle with the Angel of Eisav and survive.
At the end of our Parsha, Yitzchak comes around to Rivka’s way of thinking by passing on his chosenness to Ya’akov, when he
says, “May you and your offspring be granted the blessing of Abraham, that you may possess the land where you are sojourning,
which God assigned to Abraham” (Bereshit 28:4). Hashem himself confirms this when Ya’akov is alone and unsure of himself on
the road to Charan, after showing him his mission in pictorial form of a ladder connecting Heaven and Earth and tells him, ““I am
Ad-onay, the God of your father Abraham and the God of Isaac: the ground on which you are lying I will assign to you and to your
offspring. Your descendants shall be as the dust of the earth; you shall spread out to the west and to the east, to the north and to
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the south. All the families of the earth shall bless themselves by you and your descendants.”
4.

WHAT IS THE MESSAGE FOR US?

Yitzchak, and many others throughout history, can be forgiven for thinking that the worlds of Torah and Avodah are too separate
to be embodied by one person. How can a person be a great Torah scholar and also a state builder? How can they pray with
tenderness and defend their state with deadly force when necessary? Yet the "“ – "קול יעקב" ו"ידי עשוvoice of Ya’akov and the
hands of Eisav” must be embodied, to a greater or lesser extent by each one of us. This was the model of David Hamelech, the
sweet psalmist and fierce worrier and the ideal of Yavneh, Bnei Akiva and Religious Zionism.
This Dvar Torah is based on a shiur by Rav Menachem Leibtag, Parshat Toldot -Yitzchak's Blessing of Yaakov and Esav available at tanach.org/
toldot.htm

INDEPENDENCE IN YOUNG CHILDREN
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head of Yavneh Early Learning Centre
Children have a drive to be independent and do things on their own. This is a healthy part of
normal child development. As children grow, they learn to do more and more tasks.
At our ELC we help young children become independent by allowing and encouraging them
to take responsibility for themselves whenever possible. It can be faster and less messy to do
things for children, but they learn so much from doing things for themselves. When children
practice self-help skills such as feeding and dressing themselves, they practice their gross and
fine motor skills, gain confidence in their ability to try new things and build their self-esteem and
pride in their independence.
It is important that we encourage children to try for themselves but provide help and
encouragement when needed so they don't get frustrated. Encouraging children to take care of
everyday hygiene routines and to use the toilet independently helps them learn how to become
more independent and self-sufficient. One should allow children to help with clean-up early on
and to begin clearing their own plates when they are old enough to carry them without dropping
them. When children are involved in regular chores starting at a young age, they tend to be more
independent in early adulthood than children without the experience of helping out.
Self-help skills are worth the time and effort. The secret to success is to give children ageappropriate experiences and provide the appropriate supports to help children be successful.
On a daily basis we offer opportunities for children to develop self-help skills and give them
ample time to work on these important tasks. Remember that adults are important role models.
We model self-help skills and children learn a great deal from watching us.
Extensive research on early childhood development shows that during their second year, infants
begin to develop a sense of empowerment and competence that is spurred by language and
speech development. They acquire a greater understanding of how to express themselves and
how to meet some of their own needs.
During this period, children often express their innate desire to become more independent. “LET
ME DO IT !!” is a common request of young children who are discovering their own ability to
navigate the world around them. At this stage, different parenting approaches can either nurture
or hinder a child’s spirit of independence and sense of self-reliance.
According to The Urban Child Institute, the foundation for later independence is built in early
infancy, and is strengthened by sensitive, responsive, and authoritative parenting throughout the
6
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early years. Warmth and sensitivity help your child acquire the confidence and problem-solving skills to confront and overcome
challenges later in life.
Some parents may find it difficult to ‘let go’ and to let their child become independent. Others will want to expedite the process of
your child learning how to overcome obstacles on his own. Research suggests that both extremes can be harmful. Being overly
protective or overly harsh with your child can cause fear and self-doubt, and undermine children’s growing independence
No parent wants to raise a helpless and totally dependent child. As such, it is important to keep in mind how positive parenting
can nurture the development of life skills and coping traits. Parental behaviours promoting independence include showing
sensitivity, helping your child remain goal-oriented, and helping then maintain a positive view of oneself and his abilities.
Obstacles are easier to face if a child is confident in his/her ability to succeed — independent of their parents’ assistance — yet
secure in knowing that their support is available if needed.
Parenting and Early childhood education is a delicate balancing act of being attentive to children’s need for attention and care,
while also promoting the skills that will later help them rely on their own abilities.
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YEAR 2 HEBREW
MAI WEINBERG, Primary Hebrew Teacher
This year the Year 2 students have been learning how to
ask and answer questions about their family, their likes, and
dislikes, what they enjoy doing, the weather, and more. They
have learned how to ask these questions verbally and how
to write the questions and answers down. Last week the Year
2 students took on a writing challenge. They wrote short
conversational texts like the texts they receive as reading
homework. Their writing was so good that we wanted to share
it with everyone. The students worked with a partner to write
their story. Below you will find some of the lovely conversations
written by our Year 2 students.

GRANDPARENTS AND SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY: PART 2…
NATALIE ACKERFELD & SUE CROTHERS, Primary General Studies Teachers
...FROM THE STUDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
What a success Grandparents and Special Friends Day, was for all the Year 2 students. They had an amazing time singing to,
creating with and just enjoying the company of all their special guests. It was an unforgettable morning that will be cherished by
all.
"I enjoyed decorating the mezuzah with my grandparents because we could draw anything we wanted in different colours"
Evie Wiseman
"I liked doing the activities because it was fun, and my grandparents also liked it"
Ezra Epstein
“I enjoyed painting the mezuzah with my grandfather and eating the muffins”.
Hudson Eckstein
“I got to see my grandparents and have photos taken in the photo booth”.
Libby Goldberg
8
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YEAR 2 MUSIC
SARAH FINCH, Music Teacher
This week the Grade 2's have been focussing on rhythm and pitch using cups and we also incorporated a fun poem.
We are concentrating this term on developing their "inner musical pulse." In the cup game, we eliminate saying the words of the
poem whilst still matching the movement of the cups to the poem in their head. It is important for children to be able to 'hear'
music inside their heads. This gives children the foundation necessary to acquire the skill of reading music notation which they
will learn next year.

JERUSALEM ISRAEL’S CAPITAL CITY
HAYA TANE, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher
In Year 3 we have been learning about  ירושליםIsrael’s Capital City.
We began to understand why the Jewish people have always considered it to be their most important and precious city and why
the State of Israel made Jerusalem its capital. We also met some very special people along the way.
Why is  ירושליםJerusalem so holy for the Jewish people?
According to Jewish tradition ( עקדת יצחקthe Binding of Yitzchak) took place on הר המוריה, in Jerusalem. King David chose
 ירושליםto be the capital of his kingdom. From that moment on it became the capital of the Jewish people forever.
King David's son, Shlomo, built the Beit Hamikdash in ירושלים. After it was destroyed, the Jews built the Second Beit Hamikdash
there. The Second Beit Hamikdash was also destroyed, but we never forgot it. Even when we live elsewhere, we always face

 ירושליםwhen we pray, in the hopes of returning there one day.
Our hearts are in Jerusalem. Rabbi Yehuda HaLevi was a doctor, poet, and philosopher. He was born in Spain in 1085. His
greatest love was for Israel and Jerusalem. One of his most famous poems is about his desire for Jerusalem. He says,

לבי במזרח ואנוכי בסוף מערב
My heart is in the East, and I am at the ends of the West.
How do we show our love for Jerusalem? One of the ways that we keep  ירושליםclose to our hearts is through tefilla, prayer. Each
day we face  ירושליםwhen we pray. In fact, the Aron HaKodesh in our Beit Knesset faces east so that when we pray, we are
directing our prayers straight to ירושלים.
We then created a Mizrach sign to hang in our home towards Mizrach (which means east) facing ירושלים. We hope you enjoy our
Mizrach signs. May we be Zoche to live in Israel and pray in  ירושליםat the Kotel.
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YEAR 4 CAMP
ASHLEE EPSTEIN, Head of Jewish Life Programs & Primary Jewish Studies Teacher
Last week, our Year 4’s attended their very first LYC school camp. As everyone hopped on the bus on Wednesday morning, we
were greeted with huge smiles and excitement. On the way, we were fortunate to visit Werribee Zoo and learn about many
different animals and join a Safari bus tour which everyone thoroughly enjoyed. The next couple of days we spent at camp were
full of adventure activities such as archery, bike riding, rock climbing, team building exercises which was all filled with LOTS of
ruach! Everyone stepped outside of their comfort zone in one way or another. It was incredibly special to watch the year level
come together to create an amazing atmosphere. The ruach which filled camp continued through Tefillah, benching and whilst
singing Jewish songs around the bonfire, which was led by the Hesder boys. A massive thank you goes to Mrs Krechman, Mrs
Moss, Morah Pnina, Mr Faure, Shoval, Dov, Yotam & Noah for providing our students with an incredible camp experience.
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YAVNEH POREACH - JLIFE ACTIVITY
SARA AMZALAK, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher
Both Primary and Secondary students were treated to a special end of year Yavneh Poreach activity. Students had a fun and
colourful time creating a Yavneh Poreach spray paint banner to be displayed at school.
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YEAR 12 GRADUATION – CLASS OF 2022
AVIGAIL WONDER, Head of Secondary
On this past Sunday, we celebrated the Graduation of Leibler Yavneh College’s Class of 2022  – תשפ’’ב–גfarewelling a special
group of students as they complete their schooling at Yavneh. With over 500 family and friends in attendance, the Graduation
Ceremony at Kingston Town Hall saw the students shine as they spoke of their fondest memories of Yavneh, the learning, growth
and joy they experienced in their schooling and their profound gratitude for having experienced the ‘Yavneh difference’ in being
members of the Yavneh family. The ceremony commenced with a Dvar Torah delivered by the Jewish Life and Zionism Captains,
and addresses by the College Captains and Morah Shula. The Year 12 Band wowed the audience with their performances of hits
‘Pitom Kam Adam’ by Shlomo Artzi and ‘Life is a Highway’ by Rascall Flatts. VCE Music student aka ‘Edward Bloom’ aka Saul
Alford starred in his VCE solo performance piece ‘Fight the Dragons’. A nostalgic montage of beautiful memories of the Class of
2022 over their years at Yavneh was prepared by Gabe Jotkowitz and audiences laughed at the heartwarming and comical
photos of the 2022 crew from Kinder until Year 12. Ilana and Anthony Raitman addressed the graduates, sharing their joy in
watching them – the peers of their son Joel – graduate. They shared their deep gratitude to Yavneh for providing their children
with the deep Jewish, general and values education. As Ilana put it – ‘Some schools create graduates – Yavneh creates
menschen’. No one will ever forget how the Raitmans had over 500 people clicking away to the strains of ‘The Yavneh Family’ –
“da da da da ‘click click’!”
The students were then presented with their Certificates and the special gift of a leatherbound Yavneh Tanach. Each student was
celebrated for their qualities and unique personalities in heartfelt reflections. College Captains and Vice Captains addressed the
crowd reflecting on their hilarious memories, the ‘Yavnehrisms’ they will miss and how much they have gained from their
schooling. The Year 12s walked off stage to joyous music and the adulation of a loving crowd of staff, family and friends who
share their joy in their completion of school.
Staff, parents and students celebrated the Graduation Dinner in the Lamm Hall. The evening included dinner, Divrei Torah,
comical reflections, Valedictorian Jonah Feiglin’s speech, Head of Year Elena Martin’s address and special Thank You speeches
to each of the Year 12 teachers.
The highlight of the night was the dancing – teachers, parents and students ecstatically united in dance and joy – celebrating our
wonderful graduates.
We will miss our Class of 2022 – but can’t wait to see their impact on our world – spreading Torah, Mitzvot and Chessed wherever
they go!
We look forward to celebrating our 2023  תשפ’’ג–דGraduation next year – in Jerusalem!
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JEWISH LIFE & ZIONISM CAPTAINS’ SPEECH – GRADUATION 2022
AVI SEGMAN & SHOVAL COHEN, Year 12
Thank you…… Dear Morah Shula, Rabbis, teachers, parents, family and friends.
This week’s parasha is Toldot, which begins with the statement, :אלה תולדת יצחק בן–אברהם אברהם היליד את–יצחק
The world Toldot can be interpreted in two ways. The first and literal meaning is that Toldot refers to the generations to follow
Yitzchak. A second, deeper interpretation is offered by the Netziv who teaches that the word Toldot doesn’t refer to Yitzchak’s
biological descendants, but rather the impact of his ‘halichot yemai chayav’- his ways during the days of his life - the mitzvot and
learning he did throughout his life.
This demonstrates that the impact that we leave on this world is just as much a part of our legacy as our own children. Who we
are in our speech and actions – creates a reality that leaves a deep impression on those around us.
Therefore, our Toldot - the legacy that our year level leaves on the hallways of Yavneh can be clearly seen, from the common
room to the field at Princes park. Our year level will forever be cemented into the history books at Yavneh. Our year level are
known for our bonds, our loyalty and unity – our love for Yavneh, Yiddishkeit and fun, and our caring for others and the world.
Just as Avraham’s journey comes to an end in this week’s parasha - so too is our Yavneh journey, and just like Avraham left a
positive impact on our world, we too hope to have left a positive mark on our school throughout our time here both on and offline.
In covering the Toldot – the generations of Yitzhak – the Parsha discusses the birth and beginning of both Yaakov and Esav’s
story, with the Torah describing Yaakov to be an ,יש תם ישב אהלימא, not describing him as a man of simplicity who dwells in a
tent - but implying that Yaakov is someone who is open to learning, and approaches life with the outlook of a talmid chacham
- someone always striving to learn from every situation – sitting in the tent of Torah learning. This message is also highlighted in
the clear difference in the living situations of both Lavan and Yaacov. Lavan lived in a house, a permanent structure, which could
not be moved, however Yaacov lived in a tent, which he could carry with him and set up wherever he went. No matter where
Yaakov dwelled – his Torah learning was how he ‘set up camp’. Here we are reminded that as we leave Yavneh, we should carry
our learnings with us like a tent, following us wherever we go, with a yearning to continue to grow as Jews in our commitment and
a love for torah and Israel. Therefore, no matter how far we travel from home, the lessons we learnt at Yavneh will shelter us and
provide us with strength.
Toldot Yitzchak – the generations of Yitzchak also introduce us to Esav. In contrast Esav is described as an איש ידע ציד איש שדה
someone who knows how to hunt and how to work the land and field. Although we have come to know Esav as almost barbaric
- in reality we can also learn from him as he is someone who knows how to live in the outside world and face adversity something that Yavneh strives to instil in us.
In the words of Rabbi Norman Lamm, zichrono livracha, ‘all Torah U Maddah, torah and science, is based upon the belief that the
world of culture outside of Torah is not necessarily a friend or an enemy. And you must neither dismiss it with contempt and fight
it, nor embrace it without reservation. But on the contrary; you have to be both critical and respectful of it’. This extract teaches us
that when travelling out of the comfort that Yavneh has given us, we mustn’t dismiss the new and unfamiliar world we are entering,
and we need ¬not to embrace it with open arms, but be critical and try to apply our learnings of Torah U’Maddah, to be able to
gain a sense of direction and belonging in the real world.
All of the aforementioned statements are true in a Yavneh education, we are taught from a very young age that we need to live a
life of Torah and Zionist values whilst also striving for excellence in all areas.
‘With great power, comes great responsibility’, and we must use the tools we have been given to stand up for ourselves, and
respond to antisemitism and antizionism worldwide.
May we all carry with us the lessons that we have learnt just as Yaakov carries with him his learning in a tent, being able to apply
our knowledge and wisdom from both the spiritual and secular worlds in order to be the ideal modern orthodox Zionist Jews that
Yavneh has taught us all to be.
Thank you.
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YEAR 9 YOU PROGRAM
NATALIE FLAMM & RACHEL KOLBER, Co-Heads Of Science
It is well established that humans are endowed with numerous intelligences. Howard Gardner proposed that they could be
categorised as verbal-linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial-visual, bodily-kinaesthetic, musical, interpersonal, intrapersonal,
naturalist, and existential.
The traditional classroom lends itself more readily to utilising some of these intelligences over others. They are all important and
good teachers will endeavour to utilise as many as possible. All students have strengths and talents. They have the right to an
educational journey that celebrates their gifts. This helps student gain knowledge, build confidence and wellbeing, and foster a
positive relationship with lifelong learning.
In Science, we often use the structure of STEM to help students identify their multiple intelligences. Recently year 8 students
built a model of a plant cell. This enabled us to use the STEM platform to access multiple intelligences. The results were highly
impressive.
STEM Mnemonic

Section of Project

Intelligence

Science

Plant cell structure

Naturalist

Technology

Digital photography and reflection

Verbal-linguistic

Engineering

Building techniques and modelling

Spatial-visual

Mathematics

Proportion

Logical-mathematic

Jade Grinberg

Nissim Sibony

This project was very helpful, now I know the difference between a plant cell and an animal cell. It also taught me more
information about organelles and what their roles are in each cell.
Jacob Ben-David
I think the organisational skills our teacher wanted us to develop during this task were how we could manage time and not rush.
Another skill that it taught us was to think through ideas and consider what would suit best in certain situations. Overall, the task
really tested my patience with the painting and sticking but I thought I handled it well and completed the task to a high standard
Grant Freeman
I think the hardest part of the project was finding something to represent cytoplasm. I think I used my time wisely and starting the
project soon after we got given the task.
Lily Fleischmann
Students learn best when they are challenged and discover something about themselves. In Science, we are committed to
helping our students recognise their own intelligences and potential.
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TERM 4

CLUBS
P RI M A RY CLU B S

Jewish life

LU NCH TIM E CLUB S:
Monday

Thursday
Mischakim

TnT

From Back to The Temple Monopoly to Mitzvah Match and many games
in between, every Monday students can play Jewish games individually
or in small groups, learning and having fun simultaneously.

To extend the upper Primary in their Torah learning, students will receive
afternoon tea and delve deeper into the teachings of key personalities
who shaped Jewish thought.

Who: Year 2-3 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |
Where: Beit Midrash

Who: Year 4-6 | When: Thursday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |
Where: Beit Midrash

Tuesday
Junior Omanut
Through project-based learning, students will undertake a Jewish art
project and work together to build, create and design their original
masterpieces.

Who: Prep-Year 2 | When: Tuesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |
Where: Room 8

Wednesday
Omanut
Through project-based learning, students will undertake a Jewish art
project and work together to build, create and design their original
masterpieces.

Who: Year 2-6 | When: Wednesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm |
Where: Beit Midrash
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Jewish life

LU NCH TIM E CLUB S:
Monday

Thursday
Rav Berlin’s Gemara Shiur

Rav Berlin’s Gemara Shiur

Students will learn Mesechet Ta’anit cover to cover over the year, giving
them the unique opportunity of completing a Mesechet of Gemara.

Students will learn Mesechet Ta’anit cover to cover over the year, giving
them the unique opportunity of completing a Mesechet of Gemara.

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Monday & Thursday | Time: 7.30-8.15am |
Where: Beit Midrash

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Monday & Thursday | Time: 7.30-8.15am |
Where: Beit Midrash

Tuesday

Cooking Up Shabbat Spirit
In preparation for Shabbat, students can make cholent together with
the Jewish Life Team to be served to Secondary students at Friday
lunchtime, enhancing the Shabbat spirit.

Hummus Sababa
Students learn deep ideas and unpack sources in chavrutot, whilst
enjoying homemade hummus.

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Thursday | Time: 1.10-1.40pm |
Where: Benches outside Hamakom

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Tuesday | Time: 1.10-2.00pm |
Where: Beit Midrash

Friday
J-Words
Students will enjoy a range of Parsha themed word games, from
Scrabble to Bananagrams and all word-related fun in between.

Who: Year 7-8 | When: Tuesday | Time: 1.10-1.30pm |
Where: Beit Midrash

Rav Berlin’s Parsha Shiur
Students will learn deep ideas from the weekly parsha.

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Friday | Time: 7.30-9.00am |
Where: Beit Midrash

Wednesday
RECESS CLUBS:
Beit Café
At Beit Café, students will explore insights into the Parsha each week
using the midrash and other classic and contemporary sources.

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Wednesday | Time: 1.30-1.50pm |
Where: Beit Midrash

929
Students will learn extra Tanach regularly, to complete all 929 Prakim
of Tanach in three years. Each session will be accompanied by
delicious snacks.

Who: Year 7-12 | When: Monday-Friday recess | Time: 10.55-11.15am |
Where: Beit Midrash
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